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ABSTRACT
Time series modeling aims to capture the intrinsic factors underpin-
ning observed data and its evolution. However, most existing studies
ignore the evolutionary relations among these factors, which are
what cause the combinatorial evolution of a given time series. For
example, personal interests are intrinsic factors hidden behind users’
observable online shopping behaviors; consequently, a precise item
recommendation depends not only on discovering the item-interest
relationship, but also on an understanding of how user interests
shift over time. In this paper, we propose to represent complex and
dynamic relations among intrinsic factors of time series data by
means of an evolutionary state graph structure. Accordingly, we
propose the Evolutionary Graph Recurrent Networks (EGRN) to learn
representations of these factors, along with the given time series,
using a graph neural network framework. The learned representa-
tions can then be applied to time series classification tasks. From
our experimental results, based on six real-world datasets, it can
be seen that our approach clearly outperforms ten state-of-the-art
baseline methods (e.g. +5% in terms of accuracy, and +15% in terms
of F1 on average). In addition, we demonstrate that due to the graph
structure’s improved interpretability, our method is also able to
explain the logical causes of the predicted events. Code is available
at https://github.com/VachelHU/ESGRN.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Discovering and understanding the intrinsic factors that cause data
to evolve over time has been found to be critical for modeling
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time series data (e.g., stock prices, earthquake wave, automobile
sensor data, etc.). For instance, earthquake wave is the observation
of crustal movements, while different actions like running and
walking will cause differences in observations of a fitness-tracking
device. Moreover, in practice, we often observe the combinatorial
evolution of data; that is, the observed time series being covered
by the influence of multiple factors, and especially the relations
among these factors. For example, an earthquake is the result of
quick transitions from smooth movements in the Earth’s crust to
intense ones, which cause a sudden release of energy in the Earth’s
crust. Meanwhile, observing one’s online shopping logs, precise
item recommendations rely on tracing and understanding the shift
of that user’s personal interests.
One common method of modeling time series data is to use the
latent states to represent the intrinsic factors behind each segment,
where each state has, in most cases, an independent probability
distribution over the possible observations. As for the relations
between these latent states, traditional statistical methods (e.g.,
HMM [43]) either consider only the Markov dependence of one
latent state on the previous state, or ignore the relations entirely.
Meanwhile, deep-neural-network based methods, especially RNNs
(e.g., LSTM, GRU, and variants) [13, 17, 22], model the sequential
combination of states by defining recurrent layers over time. How-
ever, in these cases, the structure is generalized indiscriminately
thus can not model complex relations.
Recently, various graph (neural) networks [5] has been developed
to support relational reasoning over graph-structured representa-
tions. Existing graph networks require an explicit graph as input.
However, it is difficult to directly observe either the latent states or
their relations in practice. Moreover, these methods can only take
static graphs as input, whereas the relations among states might
change over time. To the best of our knowledge, no existing stud-
ies have successfully captured the combinatorial evolution of time
series with complex and dynamic relations among latent states.
In this paper, we present a novel framework for modeling the
combinatorial evolution of time series data, which we call Evolu-
tionary Graph Recurrent Networks (EGRN). We are given a set of
time series, each of which is composed of several segments. In our
method, we define the states to indicate different distributions of
segments, so that segments can be broken down into a combination
of these states. For a generic segment of a time series, we build a
directed graph to represent the transitions from states of current
segment to those of the next segment. For example, the graph may
showwhether states indicating stable crustal movement still remain
stable, or whether they have transmitted to other states indicating
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Figure 1: An example of evolutionary state graph constructed by ourmethod based on the Earthquakes dataset. (a) is an observed
earthquake waves; (b) and (c) are the evolutionary state graphs on the positive sample (earthquakes occur) and negative samples respectively;
(d) presents the learned distribution to generated observations corresponding to several typical latent states. The transitions from state 1 to
state 3 and state 10 to state 46 indicate a sign of earthquake, which shall be incorporated into the prediction task effectively.
intense crustal movement within the specified time period. In par-
ticular, each vertex in the graph indicates a state, and each edge,
along with its weight represents the transition probability between
states. The graph evolves among the segments over time; there-
fore we refer to it as an Evolutionary State Graph. See the formal
definition provided in Section 2.
After constructing the Evolutionary State Graph according to the
observed time series, the question of how to quantitatively incorpo-
rate the graph’s structural information (dynamic relations between
states over different time) into the time series classification becomes
a challenging one. Inspired by studies of graph networks and graph
embedding, at a generic time, we define a representation vector for
the whole graph and that for each vertex. We then employ a graph
propagation algorithm to learn and update the representation vec-
tors. Eventually, the representation vector of the whole graph can
be fed to the appropriate machine learning models for applications
such as time series classification. See details in Section 3.
Figure 1 presents an application of our method to the prediction
of previously recorded earthquakes according to the Richter scale1.
Figure 1 (a) is one of the observed time series, from which our
method generates and recognizes states to each segment. Figure 1
(b) and (c) show the evolutionary state graph built by our method
that represents the state transitions in all positive samples (i.e. an
earthquake occurs) and negative samples respectively. From the
figure, we can see that the transition from state 15 to state 16 and
from state 1 to state 25 in the negative samples are more obvious
than that in positive samples. From Figure 1 (d), we can observe
that all these states tend to generate lower and more stable Richter-
scale values, indicating smooth crustal movement. Otherwise, these
transitions hardly appear in the positive samples. In addition, state
1The original magnitude scale for measuring the strength ("size") of earthquake wave,
developed by Charles F. Richter
14, state 13 and state 43 present more intensive crustal movement,
while they are more likely to be reached the earthquake samples.
Eventually, as a clear transition from “smooth states” (state 16, state
1) in the segmentwithin time [7, 9] to “intensive states” (state 3, state
31, and state 43) in the segment within time [10, 12] is incorporated
into the representation vector of the evolutionary state graph, our
model successfully predicts a coming earthquake.
To further validate the effectiveness of the proposed Evolution-
ary Graph Recurrent Networks method, we construct experiments
based on four public datasets and two real-world datasets from
different domains. Experimental results demonstrate the superi-
ority of our method over 10 state-of-the-art baseline methods on
several classification tasks. Moreover, we visualize the evolutionary
state graph extracted from the data by means of our method, which
provides us with additional interpretability and insights in the clas-
sification scenario. See more experimental results in Section 4.
Accordingly, our contributions are as follows:
• We propose the evolutionary state graph to represent the combi-
natorial evolution of time series.
• We design and implement a novel EGRNmethod to quantitatively
incorporate the dynamic structural information of the evolution-
ary state graph into the time series classification task.
• We construct sufficient experiments to demonstrate advantages
of our approach over 10 state-of-the-art baseline methods.
2 EVOLUTIONARY STATE GRAPH FOR TIME
SERIES
2.1 Overview
Most works of time series modeling only consider simple relations
among latent states (e.g. Markov dependency), rather thanmodeling
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its combinatorial evolution, which is covered by multiple intrinsic
factors, and especially the relations among these factors.
Problem definition. The task considered in this paper is to dis-
cover and model the combinatorial evolution behind the time series
X, and thus to reason the event Y of the time series classification.
Formally, let X ∈ RN×T×S be an observation sequence with N
segments in a time series data. Each Xn = {xt }Tt=1 ∈ RT×S is
a segment which the length is T and has physical meaning; for
example, one day has 24 hours or an hour has 60 minutes. Each
xt ∈ Xn is a single- or multi-variate observation with S variables,
denoted as xt = {x (s)t }Ss=1 ∈ RS .Y is the event occurring under the
observation sequence X, and Y = π ,π ∈ Π represents the event
label where Π ⊂ Z is the set of labels and π is the specific label.
Evolutionary StateGraph. In this paper, we leverage graph struc-
ture, a nature way of modeling relations, to represent the combi-
natorial evolution. We define the state v to indicate a kind of factor
influencing segments, such as running or walking (as discussed
above) influence different segments of a fitness-tracking time se-
ries, and each segment Xn can be generated by the combination
of |V| states with the probability A(n)v = P(v |Xn ). We define a
time-sensitive graphical structure, evolutionary state graph, which
is a sequence of weighted-directed graphs < G(n) > and evolves
among the segments over time. In particular, each graph is formu-
lated as G(n) = {V, E(n)} to represent the transitions from states
of segmentsXn−1 to those ofXn . Each vertex in the graph indicates
a state v , and each edge e(v,v ′) along with its weight w
(
e(v,v ′)
)
represents the transition probability from v to v ′. Each vertex has
a node vector (or node representation or node embedding) to encode
the information of the state, which is denoted by hv ∈ Rd .
Based on above definitions, we propose a novel model, Evolu-
tionary Graph Recurrent Networks (EGRN), a GNN-based advanced
deep framework that can capture information propagations along
the edges, to model the combinatorial evolution of time series. As
Figure 2 shows, given a time series, EGRN first recognizes the states
of each segment, then constructs the evolutionary state graph, and
finally, propagates the information and outputs the prediction.
2.2 State Discovery
For the state recognition of time series, there are many existing
works [1, 26, 29, 33] in past few years, which focus on discretizing
the successive time series and form the independent segments into
several representative patterns. In our work, we define state v ∈ V
to uniformly represent these patterns, each of which indicates a
factor influencing segments, such as running or walking (as dis-
cussed above) influence different segments of a fitness-tracking
time series. Each segment Xn can be generated by the combination
of |V| states with the probability A(n)v = P(v |Xn ).
Formally, we let fv denote the pattern of the statev , and function
F (Xn |fv ) denote the generation of segments with the statev . Then,
each segment Xn can be considered as a sample generated from a
linear combination of all states, which is formulated as:
P(Xn ) =
V∑
v=1
A(n)v × F (Xn |fv ) e .t .A(n)v ∈ [0, 1],
V∑
v=1
A(n)v = 1
(1)
where A(n)v is the regularized weight of the segment Xn ; |V| is a
hyper parameter to indicate the number of states.We can implement
it by many existing clustering methods, such as K-means [23] and
GMM [9]. They estimate (A(n)v , fv ) via Expectation-Maximization
algorithm [16].
2.3 Evolutionary State Graph Construction
After discovering the states behind the time series, we then aim
to represent transitions of these states among adjacent segments.
To do this, we propose to construct the evolutionary state graph
G(n) = {V, E(n)} for modeling these relations. Each vertex v ∈ V
denotes a particular state, with a node vector hv to encode the
information of v . For example, in our work, hv = fv initially, and
will be updated along with the graph evolves. We will introduce the
details in Section 3. Each edge e(vs ,vr ) ∈ E(n) denotes the transition
from the sender state vs to the receiver state vr . In addition, we
define the weight of each edge w
(
e(vs ,vr )
)
as the production of
anterior-posterior probability, which is formulated as:
w
(
e(vs ,vr )
)
= An−1vs × Anvr (2)
For example, as Figure 2 (a) and (b) shows, the n-th segment
is recognized to the state 2 with the probability of 0.8, while the
(n + 1)-th segment is recognized to state 3 with the probability of
0.7. Thereby the edge weight between node 2 and node 3 is their
production (i.e., 0.56) from segment Xn to Xn+1.
Next, we model the combinatorial evolution of time series by a
graph neural network on the constructed evolutionary state graph.
3 TIME SERIES CLASSIFICATIONWITH
EVOLUTIONARY STATE GRAPH
In this section, we provide specific descriptions our proposedmethod,
Evolutionary Graph Recurrent Networks (EGRN), which can model
the combinatorial evolution of time series on the constructed evo-
lutionary state graph and is applied to reasoning the event Y of
time series classification. We first present the procedure of message
passing on the evolutionary state graph, and then present its prop-
agation. Finally, we present EGRN’s output and learning. We will
introduce each component detailedly in the following chapters.
3.1 Message Passing
Recently, the message-passing neural network (MPNN) [18] has
unified various graph convolutional network and graph neural
network approaches by analogy to message-passing in graphical
models, which provides new ideas for representing the propagation
of dynamic graphs. Inspired by that, we formulate the message
passing of evolutionary state graph at the n-th segment as
H (n)v =
∑
v ′∈I N (v)
f
(
h(n−1)v ′ , e(v ′,v)
)
+
∑
v ′∈OUT (v)
f
(
h(n−1)v , e(v,v ′)
)
(3)
where H (n)v is the node vector of state v after message passing,
which combines the messages from all in-degree nodes (v ′ → v)
and out-degree nodes (v → v ′). Specifically, we assume that v ′
passes a message tov via edge (v ′ → v), andv will pass a feedback
message to v ′. Just as shown in Figure 2 (b), for the node 2 from
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Figure 2: Overview of our proposed model. Segments (n − 1, n, n + 1) are recognized into four states with different probabilities. The
evolution between the two segments is represented as an evolutionary state graph, where each node denotes a state and edges are the product
of anterior-posterior probability. The solid lines represent the passing messages and the dashed lines represent the feedback messages. Each
node has a bar with different gray scale, which denotes the current hidden vectors of each node and influences each other through the edges.
Their information is propagated via an LSTM-like structure.
segment n to n + 1, it receives messages from node 1 and itself
and sends message to node 3, so that it will receive the feedback
messages from itself and node 3. The node vector will be updated
after receiving messages. In particular, we implement f (·) by a
neural network that controls the updating weight of node vectors
h as follows:
f
(
hn−1vs , e(vs ,vr )
)
=W
e(vs ,vr )
f ·
[
w
(
e(vs ,vr )
)
× hn−1vs
]
+ b
e(vs ,vr )
f
(4)
wherew
(
e(vs ,vr )
)
× hn−1vs is the passing messages.Wf and bf are
parameters that can be estimated according to the downstream
applications like time series classification.
From the perspective of all the nodes, we can reformulate the
message passing as the recurrence of evolutionary state graph
among the adjacent segments, which can be formulated as
M(n) =

M(n)in
M(n)out
 =

A(n−1) · A(n)⊤
A(n) · A(n−1)⊤
 (5a)
H(n) =Wf · M(n) · h(n−1)
= [Wfin Wfout ] ·

M(n)in
M(n)out
 · h(n−1)
= (Wfin · M(n)in +Wfout · M(n)out ) · h(n−1)
(5b)
The adjacency matrixM(n) ∈ R2 |V |×|V | represents the current
in and out edges propagated at the n-th segment, which contains
in-degree matrixMin and out-degree matrixMout as Eq 3. A(n)
is the weight vector of all states for segment Xn . ⊤ is the transpose
operation and · is matrix multiplication.A(n−1) · A(n)⊤ denotes all
the edge weights from segment Xn−1 to Xn . Similarly, the feedback
edge weights are denoted asA(n) ·A(n−1)⊤. We observe thatMout
is actually the transposition ofMin . Then, Eq 4 rewritten to Eq 5b
denotes the node vectorH (n) of all states after message passing.
3.2 Evolutionary State Graph Propagation
We next introduce the propagation of EGRN. A potential solu-
tion is to implement the gated graph sequence neural networks
(GGSNN) [25], which is taken as a baseline in our experiments (see
details in Section 4). To quantify node vectors, which encode state’s
information and can be propagated to all reachable nodes, GGSNN
only takes node index into consideration and ignore other informa-
tion. Here, we propose to use the distribution patterns represented
by states as the node vectors, which encodes richer information
and obtains better performance in our experiments. Formally, for
each state v obtained by GMM, we take the distribution patterns
represented by state v to initialize node vectors:
h(0)v = fv (6)
We can propagate and update node vectors h by wrapping the
evolutionary-state-graph operation in Eq 3 into a recurrent block
that can be incorporated into many existing architectures. To do
this, we define an EGRN block as
h(n)v =Wh ·
(
H (n)v ⊕ h(n−1)v
)
(7)
whereH (n)v is given in Eq 3 and “⊕h(n−1)v ” denotes a gated connec-
tion (e.g., LSTM, GRU) [13, 22]. The gated connection allows us to
incorporate information from other nodes and from the previous
timestamp to update vectors of each node. When there are few mes-
sages from other nodes (An−1vs × Anvr → 0), hv will be influenced
more by previous hv . Otherwise, the messages from other nodes
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will influence hv more. By this way, each state’s information is
propagated over time.
As shown in Figure 2(c), unlike the GRU-like structure taken
in the GGSNN, we take a LSTM-like structure [22] to model the
propagation. The difference is that LSTMhas a global representation
U(n) to memorize all information of evolutionary state graph, which
can capture more patterns and better control the propagation of
states’ information. Formally, we have
F(n) = σ (WF · [h(n−1), H(n)] + bF) (8a)
I(n) = σ (WI · [h(n−1), H(n)] + bI) (8b)
U˜(n) = tanh(WU · [h(n−1), H(n)] + bU) (8c)
U(n) = F(n) ◦ U(n−1) + I(n) ◦ U˜(n) (8d)
O(n) = σ (WO · [h(n−1), H(n)] + bO) (8e)
h(n) = O(n) ◦ tanh(U(n)) (8f)
where F(n), I(n) andO(n) are forget gate, input gate and output gate
respectively. σ is sigmoid activation function and ◦ is element-wise
multiplication. The current node vectors are updated by receiving
their own previous memory and the messages from other nodes
under the global memory’s influence. Meanwhile, global memory
is updated under the node vectors over time.
3.3 End-to-End Model Learning
To encode the information of the entire time series, we define the
graph-level representation vector, or graph vector, as
hG = tanh
(
Ψ(h(n),Xn )
)
(9)
where Ψ(h(n),Xn ) acts as an “end-to-end” model, which is relevant
to the downstream application task. Ψ can be neural networks or
other machine learning algorithms such as XGBoost [11]. It takes
the concatenation of h(n) and Xn as input and outputs the graph
vector for downstream application task. In the learning process,
we use Adam optimization algorithm [24] to minimize the cross-
entropy loss L to update the network parameters:
L = −Eh∼pr [log P(Y = π |hG)] (10)
where Y is the training labels of the downstream application.
EGRN computes the gradients based upon the converged solution
and runs the propagation to convergence. The procedure of states’
capturing and propagation is carried out step by step, that we first
pre-train the GMM to find the states and construct evolutionary
state graph, and then train evolutionary state graph propagation to
model the combinatorial evolution of time series, the procedure of
which is as shown in Algorithm 1.
Complete procedure of training EGRN is presented in Appendix.
4 EXPERIMENT
4.1 Datasets
We employ six datasets to construct our experiments, including
four public datasets and two real-world datasets. Two of the public
datasets come from the UCR Time Series Classification Archive2
2https://www.cs.ucr.edu/ eamonn/time_series_data_2018/
Algorithm 1 Time series classification on EGRN
Input: time series data X, real labels Y, state recognition A
Output: predicted label Y ′
1: while the parameters of EGRN have not converged do
2: sample {X(i),Y(i),A(i)}ηi=1 a batch from X, Y and A
3: for each segment Xn ∈ X(i) do
4: G(n) ← construct the evolutionary state graph as Eq 5a
5: H (n) ← message passing as Eq 5b
6: h(n) ← propagate and update as Eq 8
7: end for
8: hG ← compute the graph-level vectors as Eq 9
9: θ ← ∇θ
[
1
η
∑η
n=1(L)
]
10: end while
while the remaining two come from Kaggle3. One of the real-world
datasets is provided by China Telecom, the major mobile service
provider, while the other is provided by the State Grid, the major
electric power company.
Earthquakes. This dataset, which comes from UCR, spans from
Dec 1st 1967 to 2003, and each data point is an average of an hourly
reading on the Richter scale. The task is to predict whether a major
event is about to occur based on the most recent readings. A major
event is defined as any reading of over 5 on the Richter scale. In total,
368 negative and 93 positive cases are extracted from 86k hourly
readings. We set 24 hours as a window and split the sequence with
length of 512 into 21 segments.
WormTwoClass. This dataset, which comes from UCR, is used
for time series classification tasks and was employed in [2]. The
task is to classify individual worms of either wild-type (109 cases)
or mutant-type (149 cases). We set 60 observations as a window
and split the sequence with length of 900 to 15 segments.
DJIA 30 Stock Time Series (DJIA30). This dataset, which comes
from Kaggle, contains historical stock prices for 29 of 30 DJIA
companies and spans from Jan. 1st 2006 to Jan. 1st 2018. We set
a classification task of predicting whether there will be drastic
mutation (variance greater than 1) in the next week (five trading
days) based on the most recent readings in the past year (50 weeks).
In total, we extract 10k negative cases and 3k positive cases from
310k daily readings.
WebTrafficTime Series Forecasting (WebTraffic). This dataset,
which comes from Kaggle, is taken from Jul 1st 2015 up until Dec
31st 2016. Each data point is a number of daily views of a specific
Wikipedia article. We set a classification task of predicting whether
there will be rapid growth (curve slope greater than 1) in the next
months (30 days) based on the most recent readings in the past
year (12 months). In total, we extract 105k negative cases and 38k
positive cases from 145k daily readings.
Information Networks Supervision (INS). This dataset is pro-
vided by China Telecom. It consists of around 242K network flow
series, each of which describes the hourly in- and out-flow of differ-
ent servers, spanning from Apr 1st 2017 to May 10th 2017. When an
abnormal flow goes through the server ports, the alarm states will
3https://www.kaggle.com
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Methods
Datasets Earthquakes WormTwoClass DJIA30 WebTraffic INS MCE
Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
NN-ED [1] 68.22 62.41 80.51 73.40 28.51 19.33 23.01 59.90 34.82 44.01
NN-DTW [7] 70.31 66.06 82.09 74.03 27.14 21.73 24.13 60.17 41.41 49.04
NN-CID [4] 69.41 69.56 82.97 74.26 52.65 10.25 17.05 57.12 40.86 47.55
FS [29] 74.66 70.58 72.84 73.89 31.66 16.73 21.84 54.34 43.54 48.34
TSF [15] 74.67 68.51 81.94 75.38 48.11 21.04 29.13 76.80 52.61 62.50
SAXVSM [33] 73.76 72.10 83.51 74.91 62.71 28.41 40.11 65.12 59.96 62.44
MC-DCNN [44] 70.29 59.85 75.34 75.29 53.77 5.79 10.38 78.94 49.27 60.70
RNN [22]
h
74.82(10) 63.46(50) 79.08(20) 73.41(20) 71.52 33.10 45.31(15) 64.37 53.55 58.46(10)
GGSNN [25] 74.82 (20) 65.14 (5) 81.91 (5) 73.51 (10) 71.42 48.47 57.74 (10) 71.11 59.1 64.52 (5)
NLNN [40] 75.54 71.40 79.79 73.69 75.32 48.48 58.95 72.35 48.32 58.03
EGRN * 76.26 (50) 71.64 (20) 83.51 (20) 74.22 (20) 78.72 48.21 59.80 (30) 71.35 65.30 68.19 (15)
EGRN 77.70 (50) 72.72 (20) 83.76 (20) 73.93 (20) 78.74 48.87 60.25 (30) 71.21 65.36 68.14 (15)
RNN [22]
h, X
76.25(10) 53.25(5) 81.56(20) 73.74(20) 73.45 48.13 58.14(15) 80.33 58.10 67.42(10)
GGSNN [25] 77.70 (20) 59.35 (5) 83.51 (50) 73.73 (10) 84.53 48.86 61.94 (10) 80.27 72.14 75.95 (10)
NLNN [40] 76.26 62.33 83.87 75.17 83.73 50.00 62.61 81.49 72.77 76.88
EGRN * 79.14 (50) 64.90 (20) 83.62 (20) 75.79 (50) 86.33 50.40 63.64 (30) 80.91 73.72 77.15 (15)
EGRN 80.58 (50) 64.94 (20) 84.22 (20) 76.11 (50) 87.15 49.67 63.26 (30) 81.61 73.77 77.45 (15)
Table 1: Comparison of classification performance on public and real-world datasets (%). The bold indicates the best performance
of all the methods, the underline indicates the second-best performance, and the italics indicate the local best performance of some (graph)
neural networks’ methods. Parentheses indicate the number of states |V | which have the best performance in Section 4.2.
be recorded. Our goal is to use the daily network flow data from
the previous 15 days to predict whether there will be an abnormal
flow in the next day. In total, we identify 2K abnormal flow series
and 240K normal ones.
Watt-hour Meter Clock Error (MCE). This dataset is provided
by the State Grid in China. It consists of around 4 million clock
error series, each of which describes the deviation time, compared
with the standard time, and the communication delay of different
watt-hour meters per week, The duration is from Feb. 2016 to Feb.
2018. When the deviation time exceeds 120s, the meter will be
marked as abnormal. Our goal is to predict the potential abnormal
watt-hour meters in the next month by utilizing clock data from
the past 12 months. In total, we identify 0.5 million abnormal clock
error sequences and 3.5 million normal ones.
We present the statistics of these datasets and implement details
in the appendix.
4.2 Experiment on Time Series Classification
We then evaluate our proposed model in terms of its accuracy
of predicting the correct labels. We compare our proposed model
against the following ten baseline methods, which have proven to
be competitive across a wide variety of classification tasks:
• NN-ED, NN-DTW and NN-CID: Given a sample, these methods
calculate its nearest neighbor in the training data and use the
nearest neighbor’s label to classify the given sample. To quantify
the distance between samples, these methods consider different
metrics, which are, respectively, Euclidean Distance, Dynamic
Time Warping [7] and Complexity Invariant Distance [4].
• Fast Shapelets (FS): This is a fast shapelets algorithm that uses
shapelets as features for classification [29].
• Time Series Forest (TSF): This is a tree-ensemble method that
derives features from the intervals of each series [15].
• SAX-VSM: This is a dictionary method that derives features from
the intervals of each series [33].
• MC-DCNN This is a multi-channel deep convolutional neural
network for time series classification proposed in [44].
In addition to the above methods, we further consider the following
(graph) neural network as baselines. h,X is a model in which we
use node vectors and raw segment vector as input in Eq 9, and h
only uses node vectors as input.
• RNN : This is a common neural networks [22], that uses the
sequential assignment A (and X) as input.
• GGSNN : This is a gated graph neural network [25] in which each
h is a one-hot vector of corresponding node. The GRU structure
is used in propagation.
• NLNN : This is a non-local neural networks [40]. Each node is a
segment and connects to each other. The h of each node is the
segment vector Xn . We use NLNN blocks to replace the RNN
blocks and keep the same in output model.
• EGRN : This is the proposed method that captures different states
and uses their distribution information as node vector h. ∗ de-
notes that the GRU structure is used in propagation.
Comparison results. Table 1 compares the classification results.
For the public datasets, we use accuracy as a metric due to their rel-
atively balanced positive/negative ratio; this is also used in [1]. For
the real-world datasets, we use precision, recall and F-measures (F1)
as metrics. We observe that all quantifying-distance methods based
on nearest neighbors perform similarly, because they only capture
the sequence structure and can perform poorly on some complex
scenarios. The neural network approach (MC-DCNN) performs
poorly on small-scale data, as it might be more suitable for pro-
cessing large-scale data due to its model complexity. Fast shapelets
(FS) are unstable, and performs poorly on the WormTwoClass and
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Performance Silhouette Score
Figure 3: The impact of the different state numbers |V|. (a)-(f)
present comparison on the public and real-world datasets. Red lines
represent the classification performance (accuracy, F1) over the differ-
ent |V |, and gray lines present the silhouette scores of corresponding
state assignments.
DJI30 datasets. Moreover, feature-extracted methods have relatively
better performance on all datasets, such as TSF and the dictionary-
method SAX-VSM. In particular, SAX-VSM gets the second best
accuracy on WormTwoClass datasets.
The performance can be improved by modeling the combinato-
rial evolution of time series. The graph neural network can adopt a
non-local approach, which outperforms the recurrent neural net-
works (RNN). We also note that the combination of the h,X can
perform better in most cases. GGSNN, which uses the one-hot anno-
tations of the corresponding node as the node vector, outperforms
many non-graph baselines. However, it is not as good as the latter
two methods; this result may be due to the monotonous informa-
tion expression. NLNN, which directly uses the original segment as
a node vector and constructs a fully connected graph, has achieved
a good performance on most of the datasets, achieving the second-
best performance on the INS and MCE datasets. However, the graph
structure of NLNN becomes very complex with the growth of seg-
ments, which increases the computational cost of the calculations.
As expected, our method obtains the best performance compared
to other baselines because the distribution patterns of states can
provide more useful information relating to time series. Meanwhile,
the LSTM-like structure is slightly better than GRU-like structure,
due to the global memory’s influence. They both can be applied into
the evolutionary state graph propagation. Due to the pre-selected
number |V|, computational complexity does not increase as the
time windows increase. We can observe that the number of nodes
|V| is not a fixed parameter and is sensitive to specific methods and
datasets. To show how the hyper-parameter influences our model,
more analyses are conducted in the following part .
How does the state number |V| influence performance? We
conduct some experiments on these six real-world datasets, to
validate the impact of state number |V|. We test |V| with the
value from 5 to 100 with interval 5. We use accuracy or F1-score
as metrics to compare this parameter across the datasets, and also
use the silhouette score to evaluate the current quality of state
assignment from the GMM.
As shown in Figure 3, the curves of classification performance
and silhouette score are relatively consistent, illustrating that the
state number |V| is sensitive to the segment’s own patterns. The
performance varies on the different datasets and is not bound to
improve as the state number increases. The peaks of the state num-
ber are different; moreover, the performance will be worsen when
the state number is too large for all datasets, which may be due
to the over-sized feature space or the insufficient data volume. We
conclude that |V| is an empirically determined parameter that can
be set by evaluating the quality of state assignment.
5 CASE STUDIES
In this section, we visualize two examples of the evolutionary state
graph constructed by our approach. As shown in Figure 1 and Fig-
ure 4, we use 50 states in the Earthquakes dataset and 30 states in
the INS dataset, which exhibit the best performance in Section 4.2.
We visualize the evolutionary state graphs built on positive (earth-
quake or abnormal flow) and negative (no earthquake or normal
flow) samples separately. We note that our model can learn to find
some meaningful relational clues no matter where they appears.
What kind of situationsmay earthquakes occur in? It is well-
known that crustal movements before earthquakes should be more
active than usual, and that Richter scale readings should be higher
and more unstable. Our findings from the evolutionary state graph
confirm this common-sense understanding. As shown in Figure 1,
the graphs built by EGRN differ depending on whether they utilize
positive or negative samples. The transitions of state 15 to state 16
and state 1 to state 25 in the negative samples are more obvious
than in the positive samples, meanwhile, we can observe that their
Richter scale reading are all lower and stable. These findings reveal
that crustal movement transfers among the relatively quiet states,
under which earthquakes are less likely to occur. Otherwise, these
safety transitions appear only rarely in the positive samples. In
addition, state 14, state 13 and state 43 present more active crustal
movement, and we can observe that their weights connected with
other states in positive samples are larger than that in negative
samples. Specially, the state 46 and state 3, whose Richter scale
readings are considerably enhanced compared to other states, only
exhibit transitions with other states in the positive samples. There
is no state in the negative samples associated with them.
As shown in Figure 1(a), we can observe a clear transition from
“smooth states” (state 16, 1) in the segment within time [7, 9] to
“intensive states” (state 3, 31, and 43) in the segment within time
[10, 12], which illustrates that the crustal activity is becoming more
and more active. Its evolutionary state graph will be more like
positive one, and EGRN will predict that an earthquake is about to
occur.
Whatwill cause abnormal flow? Many phenomena can indicate
anomalies in flow data of network devices, such as sudden drop of
flow data, low indication and unbalanced flow of the import and
export, etc. As shown in Figure 4, the evolutionary state graphs built
by our methods differ between the positive and negative samples.
The transitions of state 25 to state 12 and state 8 to state 29 in the
positive samples are more obvious than the case in the negative
samples, which reveals that the low indication and sudden drop
will cause an exception. On the contrary, the smooth transition
of state 13 to state 22 appears only in the negative samples. The
difference between state 23 and state 18 is the unbalanced flow of
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Figure 4: Another example of the evolutionary state graph trained for anomaly detection in China Telecoms’ dataset. The top-
25% weighted edges are visualized. The hourly in- and out-flow are recorded by the port monitor. The red line indicates an anomaly in this
day. We focus on the edges (25-12, 8-29, 22-13) and nodes (16, 18, 23). In this example computed by our model, the transitions (25-12, 8-29) are
more likely to indicate anomaly.
the import and export, although all of them are in a high indication.
State 23 is more likely to appear in the negative samples, but it is not
true for state 18, which illustrates that the high but inconsistent in-
flow and out-flow is also a cause of anomalies. Similarly, anomalies
can also occur when the flows are always low, such as state 16.
As shown in the upper case of the raw time series, the transition
between state 25 and state 12 computed by our methods appears
in the days [3, 6], and occurs again in the future (the days [17, 20]).
This abnormal transition can be memorized by EGRN and predicted
when it happens again in the future.
Through analysis of the evolutionary state graph, we find several
logical causes to explain events in the time series classification. As
a result, we are aware what kind of states or transitions need to be
earned, early, and why these warnings are necessary.
6 RELATEDWORK
Time series modeling. The modeling of Time series have broad
applications in different domains, such as biology applications (e.g.,
the hormonal cycles [12]); human behavior recognition (e.g., cir-
cadian rhythms and cyclic variation [28]); and anomaly detection
(e.g., abnormal mutation [10]. The different distance measurements
have been mainly concentrated to model time series data, such
as dynamic time warping [27], complexity-invariant distance [3]
move–split–merge [35], and elastic ensemble [27]. Some methods
pay attention to sequence-clustering by graph [19], which aims to
apply graph structure to represent different segments, rather than
the transition between segments. It is different from our task.
Model-based methods fit a generative model to each sequence,
then measure the similarity between the sequences via model’s pa-
rameters. The parametric approaches used include hidden Markov
models [43] and fitting auto-regressive models [34], which rely on
the artificial knowledges. Recently, a lot of models based on neu-
ral networks have been proposed [8, 38], which have mostly been
studied in high-level patterns representation. The main idea behind
these methods is to model the fusion of multiple factors like time or
space, etc. . For forming the frequency count of repeated patterns,
some dictionary-based approaches have also been explored [26, 33],
which form frequency counts of the recurring patterns, then build
classifiers based on the resulting histograms [6, 42]. Many of these
works have formulated the problem as a discrete-time sequence
prediction task and used Markov models. However, Markov models
assume unit time steps and are further unable to capture long-range
dependencies since the overall state-space will grow exponentially
in the number of time steps considered [43]. Other works have used
LSTM models [22], which also assume discrete time steps and are
limited in their interpretability.
Dynamic graph and graph neural networks. Models in the
graph neural network family [25, 30, 32, 37] have been explored in
a various range of domains, across supervised, unsupervised, semi-
supervised, and reinforcement learning settings. Most works focus
on the dynamic graph structure, which has rich relational represen-
tation and can be applied to many real scenarios. They have been
applied to learning the dynamics of physical systems [41, 45], to pre-
dicting the chemical properties of molecules [18], to predicting traf-
fic on roads[14], to reasoning about knowledge graphs [20]. They
have been used within both model-based [31] and model-free[39]
continuous control, for more classical approaches to planning[36]
and for model-free reinforcement learning [21]. These studies pro-
vide a representative cross-section of the breadth of domains for
which graph neural networks have proven useful. Recently, the
message-passing neural network (MPNN) unified various graph
convolutional network and graph neural network approaches by
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analogy to message-passing in graphical models [18]. The non-
local neural network (NLNN) has a similar vein, which unified
various “self-attention”-style approaches by analogy to methods
from graphical models and computer vision for capturing long
range dependencies in signals [40]. Recently, several researchers
from DeepMind, Google Brain and MIT summed up previous works
in this domain, focusing on these two representative works (MPNN
and NLNN), and systematically proposed the concept of graph
network [5].
7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study the problem of combinatorial evolution of
time series data. We propose a novel graph neural networks-based
model that can capture the complex and dynamic relations among
intrinsic factors of time series and learn effective representations
for classification tasks. To validate the effectiveness of our pro-
posed model, we conduct sufficient experiments on both the public
and the real-world datasets. Experimental results show that our
model clearly outperforms eleven state-of-the-art baseline methods.
Meanwhile, based on two case studies, we find some meaningful
relations among the states, which can reveal the logical causes of
the predicted events.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Pseudo Code
In order to illustrate the structure and procedure of EGRN, we present the complete pseudo code of Evolutionary Graph Recurrent Networks on
the classification of time series. Given the time series X ∈ RN×T×S , labels Y and parameter |V|, EGRN first use GMM to capture different
states. Then, we construct the evolutionary state graph and propagate the information of states. At last, the graph-level output is fed into
an output model and we use back-propagation learning algorithm with the cross-entropy loss to train the whole networks. Algorithm 2
presents more details.
Algorithm 2 The procedure of time series classification on Evolutionary Graph Recurrent Networks
Input: time series X ∈ RN×T×S , real labels Y ∈ Π, state number |V|
Output: predicted label Y ′
1: procedure OuterAssignment(X) ▷ Capture the states and transitions
2: A ← compute the weight of states via GMM ▷ Cluster number is |V|
3: h(0) ← get the distribution patterns of state v ▷ Get initial node vectors
4: EgrnPredict(X,A, h(0))
5: end procedure
6:
7: procedure EgrnPredict(X,A, h(0))
8: while the parameters of EGRN have not converged do
9: sample {X(i),Y(i),A(i)}ηi=1 a batch from X, Y and A
10: for each segment Xn ∈ X(i) do ▷ Recurrence in time
11: G(n) ← construct the evolutionary state graph as Eq 5a
12: H (n) ← message passing as Eq 5b
13: h(n) ← propagate and update as Eq 8
14: end for
15: hG ← compute graph-level vectors as Eq 9 ▷ Graph-level classification
16: θ ← ∇θ
[
1
η
∑η
n=1(L)
]
▷ Back propagate the loss and train the whole EGRN
17: end while
18: end procedure
A.2 Implementation Details
Classification. Time series from different sources have different formats, which the detailed statistics are as following:
Table 2: Dataset statistics
Dataset #samples #time windows #time points #variables
Earthquakes 461 21 24 1
WormTwoClass 258 15 60 1
DJIA 30 Stock Time Series (DJIA30) 14,040 50 5 4
Web Traffic Time Series Forecasting (WebTraffic) 142,753 12 30 1
Information Networks Supervision (INS) 241,045 15 24 2
Watt-hour Meter Clock Error (MCE) 3,833,213 12 4 2
For the different datasets, if there are clear train/test split, such as UCR datasets, we use them to make experiment. Otherwise, we split the
train/test set by 0.8 at the time line, such that preceding windows’ series are used for training and the following ones are used for testing. We
split 10% samples from train set as validation, which controls the procedure of training and avoids the overfitting.
Time series data divided by the fixed time window can be applied into graph structure, where the number of state |V| is hyper parameters.
We train our model on an 1-GPU machine and set the batch size as 5000. Specially, for the small-size datasets from UCR, we set 50 for a
batch. We train our models for 100 iterations in total, starting with a learning rate of 0.01 and reducing it by a factor of 10 at every 20
iterations. In our experiment, we also note that the larger the volume of the data, the more the number of batches, and the fewer training
epoch required for convergence. For example, MCE dataset is only trained for 30 epochs and can achieve convergence, which we train 100
epochs on Earthquakes dataset.
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In addition to presenting the parameter settings of our model, we also present the parameter settings of other baseline methods. The
details are shown in the following table:
Table 3: Parameter Setting on different methods
Methods
Items Parameter Setting
NN-ED the number of neighbor (5)
NN-DTW the number of neighbor (5), warp size (10)
NN-CID the number of neighbor (5)
FS the minimum length of shapelets (5), the depth of tree (2)
TSF the number of trees (500)
SAXVSM -
MC-DCNN the number of filter (8), filter size (5), pooling size (2)
LSTM hidden dimension (64), time major (True)
GGSNN the number of state (*), the dimension of global vector (64)
NLNN input frames (the number of time windows), 3D-conv (False)
where the codes of baseline method in the first section are from http://www.timeseriesclassification.com, and others can be found in Github.
Reasoning. We visualize the evolutionary state graph constructed by our model to present the intrinsic relations of states behind the time
series, some transitions of which will be highlighted for a certain event of classification. These transitions between states can tell us the
logical cause behind the events. We extract each output of edges in propagation and aggregate their weights among all the segments to draw
the graph structure, so that we can find these meaningful relations. The edge weight is the sum of all transitions (A(n−1)vs × A(n)vr ) and we
show the top-25% edges. For the Figure 1 and Figure 4, we visualize the graphs of different labels arrived at the last time, which present
several meaningful relations for classification.
